
ORGANIZED GANG STALKING CRIME VICTIM WARNING!/DISCLAIMER!

After revelations of some particular recent global events and incidents, some in which have involved 
members/Victims of other Anti Harassment/Human Rights Groups supposedly committing "suicide" 
which many believe to be possibly staged Murders made to appear as Suicides to rid particular 
Victims. We advise and urge every Organized Gang Stalking/Technological Harassment Victim to post
this Disclaimer notice on their profiles and accounts to set the record straight and Inform the public 
and possibly Thwart any Criminal plots or Manipulation attempts against themselves as Victims of 
this Crime.

(1.) I                                                  am posting this notice to make others and the public aware that I am a
Victim of a Heinous Crime known as Organized Gang Stalking/Technological Harassment and I would
like to make it abundantly clear that I am in no way a threat or danger to myself or any other person.

(2.) I                                                   am mentally competent and have no history of or current legit 
"mental health" problems and I am not a Paranoid Schizophrenic.

(3.) I                                                   Have never consented to nor I have never appointed anyone to act as 
'Power Of Attorney' over me including family, and if any third party has been shown any kind of 
written statements claiming that I have appointed someone as POA, know that this is an Illegal 
Fraudulent and or Forged POA document/signature and that I will personally pursue Legal 
Action(s)/Prosecutions against any unauthorized individuals found to be falsely representing me or 
making decisions on my behalf. 

(4.) I                                                   have no intentions of nor would I ever harm another person unless it 
is in clear self defense or for my own personal protection/self defense.

(5.) I                                                   am not a " heavy drug user", and I don't and would never use any 
type of drug that involves needles or injecting substances or any other type of high potency "drug" 
that could cause overdose/death.

(6.) I                                                   have never been or never will be suicidal and if any serious Crime 
(murders/suicides) including but not limited to Murders, "Suicides", Hangings, "Drug Overdoses", 
Poisonings, Shootings, Stabbings, Raping's, Arsons, Bombings, Terrorism, Terrorism Plots, Murder 
for hire plots, Conspiracies, Possession of Child Pornography, Possession of Heavy Drugs, or Sabotage 
of any kind. If any of this happens to occur that supposedly involves me, know that I am an innocent 
person and that this is a Criminally staged Setup/Framing event in attempt to rid a legit Victim of a 
heinous Crime known as Organized Gang Stalking/Technological Harassment and in the instance 
these events may happen to occur that supposedly involves me, I demand and want you to persistently 
demand media coverage and a full thorough persistent legit investigation on my behalf including non 
(manually or technologically manipulated polygraphs administered by honest NON corrupt/colluding 
authorities/others. Also if anything happens to me, know that it is the Criminal individuals Organizing
the Harassment, Stalking and Electronic Harassment/Torture towards me that is personally 
responsible that caused it to happen.

Sincerely                                                      Date                          

https://www.stopgangstalkingcrimes.com/victims
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